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Abstract

For emerging events, human readers are often001
exposed to both real news and fake news. Mul-002
tiple news articles may contain complemen-003
tary or contradictory information that readers004
can leverage to help detect fake news. In-005
spired by this process, we propose a novel006
task of cross-document misinformation de-007
tection. Given a cluster of topically related008
news documents, we aim to detect misinforma-009
tion at both document level and a more fine-010
grained level, event level. Due to the lack011
of data, we generate fake news by manipulat-012
ing real news, and construct 3 new datasets013
with 422, 276, and 1, 413 clusters of topi-014
cally related documents, respectively. We fur-015
ther propose a graph-based detector that con-016
structs a cross-document knowledge graph us-017
ing cross-document event coreference resolu-018
tion and employs a heterogeneous graph neu-019
ral network to conduct detection at two levels.020
We then feed the event-level detection results021
into the document-level detector. Experimen-022
tal results show that our proposed method sig-023
nificantly outperforms existing methods by up024
to 7 F1 points on this new task.1025

1 Introduction026

The dissemination of fake news has become an im-027

portant social issue. For emergent complex events,028

human readers are usually exposed to multiple029

news documents, where some are real and others030

are fake. News documents from different sources031

naturally form a cluster of topically related doc-032

uments. We notice that articles about the same033

topic may contain conflicting or complementary034

information, which can benefit the task of misinfor-035

mation detection. An example is shown in Figure036

1. As shown in the knowledge graph, the death037

of Rosanne Boyland in 2021 US Capitol attack is038

a shared event across all four documents. Each039

1We attach the codes in the submission and upload the
datasets to google drive at LINK.

document is internally consistent, which makes it 040

difficult to identify misinformation when judging 041

each news separately. However, the three real news 042

documents complement each other’s statements re- 043

garding the death of Boyland, while the fake news 044

document contradicts the other stories. Such cross- 045

document connections can be leveraged to help 046

detect misinformation. 047

Most existing work in fake news detection is lim- 048

ited to judging each document in isolation. In con- 049

trast, we propose a novel task of cross-document 050

misinformation detection that aims to detect fake 051

information from a cluster of topically related news 052

documents. We conduct the task at both document 053

level and event level. Each event describes a spe- 054

cific type of real-world event mentioned in the text 055

(e.g., the death of Boyland in Figure 1), and usually 056

involves certain participants to represent different 057

aspects of the event (e.g., the death cause and the 058

victim of the death event). Document-level detec- 059

tion aims to detect fake news documents. Event- 060

level detection is a more fine-grained task that 061

aims to detect fake events, thereby pinpointing spe- 062

cific fake information in news documents. 063

Existing work on fine-grained misinformation 064

detection detects fake knowledge triplets (Fung 065

et al., 2021). However, we focus on identifying 066

false events instead of relations or entities, because 067

events are more important to storytelling, and eas- 068

ier to compare across multiple documents through 069

cross-document coreference resolution. 070

To the best of our knowledge, there are no fake 071

news detection datasets with clusters of topically 072

related documents. Therefore, we construct 3 new 073

benchmark datasets based on existing real news 074

corpus with such clusters. Following Fung et al. 075

(2021), we train a generator that generates a doc- 076

ument from a knowledge graph (KG), and feed 077

manipulated KGs into the generator to generate 078

fake news documents. By tracking the manipu- 079

lation operations, we also obtain supervision for 080
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Figure 1: An example of cross-document misinformation detection, including the texts and knowledge graphs for
four news documents. The three real news documents complement each other, while the fake news contradicts the
other news. News 1 falsely speculates that Boyland was crushed to death, but it admits that the cause of death was
not yet verified. News 2 and 3 complete the story by reporting that Boyland died of drug overdose. The fake news
claims that Boyland was killed by police, which contradicts the other news. Additionally, the fake news states that
the police attacked Boyland, which is inconsistent with News 3’s claim that the police was trying to help her.

event-level detection.081

We further propose a detection system as shown082

in Figure 2. Given a cluster of documents, we first083

use an IE system (Lin et al., 2020) to construct a084

within-document KG for each document. Then, we085

connect the within-document KGs to form a cross-086

document KG using cross-document event corefer-087

ence resolution (Lai et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2021).088

Eventually, we use a heterogeneous graph neural089

network (GNN) to encode the cross-document KG090

and conduct detection at two levels.091

Our contributions are summarized as follows:092

1. We propose the novel task of cross-document093

misinformation detection, and conduct the094

task at two levels, document level and the095

more fine-grained event level.096

2. We construct 3 new datasets for our proposed097

task based on existing document clusters cate-098

gorized by topics.099

3. We propose a detector that leverages cross-100

document information and improve document-101

level detection by utilizing features produced102

by the event-level detector. Experiments on 3103

datasets demonstrate that our method signifi-104

cantly outperforms existing methods.105

2 Related Work106

Fake News Detection: Early work for fake news107

detection uses hand-crafted features to conduct108

document classification (Rubin et al., 2016; Wang,109

2017; Rashkin et al., 2017; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018;110

Sarkar et al., 2018; Atanasova et al., 2019). Recent111

work uses neural network such as RNN (Karimi112

et al., 2018; Nasir et al., 2021) and Transformer 113

(Zellers et al., 2019) to encode the news document. 114

To model the internal structure of a news docu- 115

ment, Karimi and Tang (2019) models the inter- 116

sentence dependency tree, Vaibhav et al. (2019) 117

and Hu et al. (2021) model the interactions be- 118

tween sentences, and Pan et al. (2018) and Fung 119

et al. (2021) model the knowledge graph extracted 120

by IE systems. Similar to our work, Hu et al. (2021) 121

compares the news with external knowledge base 122

(KB) to check for inconsistencies. However, the 123

correlation between news and KB is not as close 124

as the correlation between related news documents 125

due to the incompleteness of these KBs. Other 126

work utilizes additional information such as user 127

engagements and behaviors on social media (Shu 128

et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020) and multi-modal 129

features (Khattar et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2020; 130

Fung et al., 2021). However, to the best of our 131

knowledge, no published work has considered us- 132

ing cross-document inference for misinformation 133

detection. 134

In addition to document-level detection, the task 135

of fine-grained detection is also important but rarely 136

explored. The most relevant work detects fake 137

knowledge triplets extracted from each individual 138

news article (Fung et al., 2021). 139

Another related task is fact verification which 140

aims to verify a statement based on retrieved evi- 141

dence. Fact verification has been explored in multi- 142

ple domains such as general domain (Thorne et al., 143

2018), climate change (Diggelmann et al., 2020) 144

and COVID-19 (Wadden et al., 2020; Saakyan 145
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Figure 2: An overview of our approach. We first construct a within-document KG for each document based on
IE output, where © represents an entity and 4 represents an event. Then, we construct a cross-document KG
by (1) adding a node for each cross-document event cluster and connecting it with events in the cluster, and (2)
introducing a document node � for each document and connecting it with all entities and events in the given
document. Finally, we use GNN to encode the cross-document KG, and use the event and document features to
conduct misinformation detection at two levels. The two detectors are trained and deployed in a pipeline fashion,
where event-level detection results are leveraged to improve document-level detection.

et al., 2021). However, fact verification focuses146

on short single-sentence statements, and cannot147

model the complicated internal structure of a news148

document.149

Fake News Datasets: The main difficulty in con-150

structing a fake news dataset is to obtain annota-151

tions. Rashkin et al. (2017) and Rubin et al. (2016)152

obtain labels from the source information, and con-153

sider news from reliable sources as real news, and154

unreliable sources as fake news. A potential issue155

is that the detector may only learn to distinguish156

the style of different news sources, rather than157

the authenticity of the content. Shu et al. (2020)158

collects annotations from fact-checking websites,159

and Pérez-Rosas et al. (2018) collects annotations160

via crowd-sourcing. These approaches produce161

datasets of higher quality, but require extensive162

manual efforts. With the development of powerful163

generative models capable of mimicking human-164

written news (Zellers et al., 2019), recent work has165

constructed datasets by using generative models to166

generate fake news (Tan et al., 2020; Fung et al.,167

2021). Fung et al. (2021) further generates fake168

news from manipulated KG, which we follow to169

construct our dataset.170

3 Task Formulation171

Given a cluster of documents about the same story,172

the task of cross-document misinformation detec-173

tion aims to detect the fake information included in174

the cluster. 175

Formally, let S = {d1, · · · ,dN} be the docu- 176

ment cluster, and N = |S| be the size of the cluster. 177

Some documents in S are real, while others are 178

fake. From each document d ∈ S, we extract 179

events E(d) = {e1, · · · , em}, where m = |E(d)| 180

is the number of events in document d. In an ex- 181

tracted event set E(d), some events are real and 182

others are fake. 183

We conduct the task of misinformation detec- 184

tion at two levels, document level and event level. 185

Document-level detection aims to predict whether 186

each document d ∈ S is real or fake. Event-level 187

detection is a more fine-grained task which aims to 188

predict whether each event e ∈ E(d),d ∈ S is real 189

or fake. In the example in Figure 1, the die event 190

in the fake news is fake, since it falsely describes 191

Boyland being killed by the police but she actually 192

died of drug overdose. 193

4 Approach 194

An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 195

2. Given a cluster of documents, we first construct 196

a within-document KG for each document using 197

an IE system (Lin et al., 2020), and then connect 198

the within-document KGs into a cross-document 199

KG using cross-document event coreference reso- 200

lution. Based on the cross-document KG, we use 201

a hetereogeneous GNN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; 202

Hu et al., 2019) to conduct detection. We further 203
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incorporate the results of event-level detection to204

help the document-level detector.205

4.1 Knowledge Graph Construction206

Within-document KG: We first construct a207

within-document IE-based knowledge graph for208

each document. We leverage OneIE (Lin et al.,209

2020), a joint IE system, to extract the entities,210

relations and events contained in a given docu-211

ment. Then, we conduct entity linking and en-212

tity coreference resolution (Lee et al., 2017; Wen213

et al., 2021) to merge multiple mentions of the same214

entities together. Eventually, we obtain a within-215

document KG where entities and events are nodes,216

relations are edges between entities, and arguments217

are edges between events and entities.218

Cross-document KG: We leverage cross-219

document event coreference resolution to connect220

the within-document KGs into a cross-document221

KG as illustrated in Figure 2. We employ a cross-222

document event coreference resolution system (Lai223

et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2021) to identify clusters224

of events from multiple documents that refer to225

the same real-world events. The system utilizes226

both textual contexts of the event mentions and the227

symbolic features such as the event type informa-228

tion. An example of the detected event cluster is229

shown in Table 1, where the four events from four230

documents all refer to the same explosion attack on231

Venezuela President Nicolas Marduro. These four232

events contain complementary or contradictory233

details, which can be used for misinformation234

detection. For each event cluster, we add a node to235

represent the overall information of the real-world236

complex event corresponding to the cluster. Then,237

an edge is added between each event node and238

corresponding cluster node to allow reasoning239

among cross-document coreferential events.240

To indicate which document each entity or event241

belongs to and capture the global information of242

each document, we further introduce a document243

node and connect it to the associated entity and244

event nodes for each document.245

The resulting KG contains 4 types of nodes (i.e.246

entity nodes, event nodes, document nodes, and247

event cluster nodes) and 5 types of edges (i.e. re-248

lation edges, event argument edges, document-to-249

entity edges, document-to-event edges, and edges250

connecting event nodes to event cluster nodes).251

Since all edges are directional, we add an inverse252

edge for each edge to propagate features along both253

Real · · ·Venezuela’ s president, Nicolás Maduro, has sur-
vived an apparent assassination attempt after what of-
ficials described as drones armed with explosivesarg1
detonatedtrig overhead during a speech he was mak-
ing at a military event. · · ·

Real · · ·The BBC quotes anonymous firefighters at the
scene who say “the incident was actually a gas tank
explosiontrig inside an apartmentarg2, but did not pro-
vide further details.” · · ·

Fake · · ·Maduro was not targeted by the drones, the prime
minister said, but state security services reported that
the drones were meant for him. “The explosiontrig
was caused by two machine gunsarg1,” Maduro said,
adding that there were no injuries. · · ·

Fake · · ·Two drones armed with explosives detonatedtrig
near PuntoDeCortearg2, where the Venezuelan Foreign
Minister, Jorge Rodríguez, was performing, and near
the stage where he was giving a speech. · · ·

Table 1: An example of cross-document event cluster
from IED dataset, where trig, arg1 and arg2 represent
the trigger, ExplosiveDevice argument and Place argu-
ment respectively. The four events from four docu-
ments all refer to the explosion attack on Nicolas Mar-
duro. The two real news complement each other by
providing different aspects of the news (ExplosiveDe-
vice argument in the first news and Place argument in
the second news), while the two fake news contradict
the real news with different details (i.e., different Ex-
plosiveDevice and Place arguments).

directions, and the final KG contains 10 edge types, 254

accounting for the inverse of existing edge types. 255

KG representation: To initialize the node and 256

edge embeddings in the KG, we use BERT (De- 257

vlin et al., 2019) to encode the text descriptions of 258

nodes or edges and take the embeddings of [CLS] 259

tokens. For a document node, we use the entire doc- 260

ument as the text description; for an entity node, 261

we use its canonical mention; for an event node, 262

we use the sentence where the event trigger oc- 263

curs; and for an event cluster node, we average 264

the embeddings of all events in the cluster as the 265

embedding for the cluster node. For a relation edge 266

or an event argument role edge, we use the lin- 267

earized representation as the text description. For 268

example, the Leadership relation between “Nicolas 269

Maduro” and “Venezuelan” is described as “Nico- 270

las Maduro, Leadership, Venezuelan” , and “guns” 271

as the ExplosiveDevice argument of the Detonate- 272

Explode event is described as “DetonateExplode, 273

ExplosiveDevice, guns”. 274

4.2 Knowledge Graph Encoder 275

Heterogeneous GNN: Given the heterogeneous 276

nature of the cross-document KG, we adopt a het- 277
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ereogeneous GNN to encode the KG.278

Formally, let G denote the KG and V denote the279

nodes in G. We use R to denote the 10 types of280

edges as discussed in the previous section, and for281

each edge type r ∈ R, we use Gr to denote the sub-282

graph of G that only contains edges of type r. At the283

l-th layer, the inputs are output features produced284

by the previous layer denoted as h(l−1)
i , i ∈ V . For285

each edge type r ∈ R, we apply a separate GNN286

to encode Gr and produce a set of features denoted287

as h(l)
i,r. Then, we aggregate the outputs for all edge288

types into the final output as follows:289

h
(l)
i =

∑
r∈R

h
(l)
i,r/|R| (1)290

For document-to-entity edges, document-to-291

event edges, and edges connecting event nodes to292

event cluster nodes, we use standard graph attention293

network (GAT). For relation edges and event argu-294

ment edges, we apply edge-aware GAT to leverage295

the edge features. Here, the edge features refer to296

the BERT embeddings of text descriptions such297

as “Nicolas Maduro, Leadership, Venezuelan” or298

“DetonateExplode, ExplosiveDevice, guns” as de-299

scribed in Section 4.1. The remainder of Section300

4.2 presents details of GAT and edge-aware GAT,301

i.e., how to produce h
(l)
i,r based on h

(l−1)
i .302

Graph attention network: For each given node,303

GAT aggregates the node features of its neighbors304

via attention mechanism (Velickovic et al., 2018).305

For a given edge type r ∈ R, let Ni,r denote the306

neighbors of node i in Gr. At the l-th layer, the307

attention weights αij are calculated as follows:308

eij = LeakyReLU
(
a>
[
Wh

(l−1)
i ‖Wh

(l−1)
j

])
(2)

309

αij = softmaxj(eij) =
exp(eij)∑

k∈Ni,r
exp(eik)

(3)310

where a and W are trainable parameters, and ‖311

denotes the feature concatenation. The output fea-312

tures h(l)
i,r for node i in Gr are calculated as follows:313

h
(l)
i,r =

∑
j∈Ni,r

αijWh
(l−1)
j (4)314

Edge-aware graph attention network: Edge-315

aware GAT is an extension of GAT that considers316

edge features in addition to node features (Huang317

et al., 2020; Yasunaga et al., 2021). Let rij denote318

the features of the edge between node i and j. For 319

a given edge type r ∈ R, at the l-th layer, the 320

attention weights αij are computed as follows: 321

r′ij = Wr
[
h
(l−1)
i ‖h(l−1)

j ‖rij
]

(5) 322

αij = softmaxj
(
(WQh

(l−1)
i )(WKr′ij)

>
)

(6) 323

where Wr, WQ and WK are trainable parame- 324

ters. The output features h(l)
i,r for node i in Gr are 325

computed as follows: 326

h
(l)
i,r =

∑
j∈Ni,r

αijW
V r′ij (7) 327

where WV is a learnable matrix. 328

4.3 Misinformation Detector 329

Using the previously described graph encoder, we 330

are able to obtain representations of the document 331

and event nodes. We conduct document-level de- 332

tection using the document node representations, 333

and event-level detection using the event node rep- 334

resentations. We separately train two detectors for 335

these two levels of tasks. 336

However, these two tasks are not mutually in- 337

dependent. Intuitively, document-level detection 338

can benefit from the results of event-level detec- 339

tion, because the presence of a large number of 340

false events indicates that the document is more 341

likely to be fake. Therefore, we feed the results 342

produced by a well-trained event-level detector into 343

each layer of the document-level detector. Let ei 344

denote the representations of node i produced by 345

the event-level detector. At the l-th layer of the 346

document-level detector, instead of using the out- 347

put features of the previous layer h(l−1)
i as input 348

features, we use a linear projection of the concate- 349

nation of ei and h
(l−1)
i calculated as follows: 350

W
(l)
proj

[
ei‖h(l−1)

i

]
(8) 351

where W
(l)
proj is a learnable matrix. 352

5 Dataset Construction 353

Currently, there are no existing resources for cross- 354

document misinformation detection. We propose 355

to construct datasets based on real news datasets 356

with clustering information. For each cluster, we 357

randomly sample 50% real news and replace them 358

with manipulated fake news. Figure 3 shows an 359
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Figure 3: An overview of the fake news generation pro-
cess. Based on the real news and its IE output, we select
a high-frequency “DetonateExplode” event and replace
its argument entity “device” with “machine guns”. We
then generate the fake news from the manipulated KG.
In the KG of generated fake news, the manipulated en-
tity “guns” is an argument of the “DetonateExplode”
event, so we consider the event as fake.

overview of fake news generation process, and360

more examples are presented in Appendix C.361

Following Fung et al. (2021), we train a KG-to-362

text generator from the real news in our datasets,363

and generate fake news from manipulated KGs.364

The main differences between Fung et al. (2021)’s365

method and ours in terms of manipulating KG are:366

(1) we only conduct entity swapping, and do not367

adopt other types of manipulation including adding368

relations or events and subgraph replacement; (2)369

since we focus on events, we select entities to be re-370

placed that are arguments of high-frequency events,371

instead of based on entity node degree; (3) we372

select entities from other documents in the same373

document cluster to replace the original entities, so374

that the entities before and after replacement are375

more similar.376

We record the manipulation operations, and use377

a heuristic rule to obtain supervision for event-level378

detection as explained below. In a fake document,379

if an event involves manipulated entities as argu-380

ments, we consider this event as fake.381

6 Experiments382

6.1 Data383

We construct 3 new benchmark datasets based on384

three datasets that naturally have clusters of topi-385

cally related documents. IED dataset is a complex386

event corpus, where each complex event refers to387

a real-world story (e.g., Boston bombing) and is388

described by multiple documents (Li et al., 2021).389

Therefore, a complex event can be considered as a390

document cluster. TL17 and Crisis are two time-391

line summarization datasets containing multiple392

# Cluster # Doc # Fake event
per doc (%)

IED
Train 422 3865 3.99 (9.91%)
Dev 140 1297 3.66 (9.14%)
Test 140 1262 3.68 (9.51%)

TL17
Train 276 2610 2.97 (12.70%)
Dev 92 879 2.69 (12.31%)
Test 92 892 2.85 (12.13%)

Crisis
Train 1413 13337 4.54 (13.95%)
Dev 177 1648 4.21 (13.29%)
Test 177 1701 4.38 (13.80%)

Table 2: Statistics of the resulted datasets.

“timelines”. Each timeline contains multiple docu- 393

ments describing an evolving long-term event such 394

as Influenza H1N1 and Egypt Revolution (Tran 395

et al., 2013, 2015), and thus can be regarded as 396

a document cluster. The detailed statistics of the 397

original datasets are shown in Appendix A. 398

However, the documents within the same cluster 399

may not be closely related as the story described 400

by a cluster can span up to three years. To obtain 401

smaller and more closely related clusters, we split 402

each timeline into smaller clusters of approximately 403

size of 10 based on publication dates2. Then, we 404

employ the methods described in Section 5 to gen- 405

erate fake documents. The statistics of the con- 406

structed datasets are in Table 2. 407

6.2 Experimental Settings 408

For our proposed method, we use a 4-layer hetero- 409

geneous GAT and use bert-base-uncased 410

to initialize the node and edge embeddings. For 411

comparison, on the document-level detection task, 412

we compare our method against two baselines: 413

HDSF that models inter-sentence dependency tree 414

(Karimi and Tang, 2019), and GROVER (Zellers 415

et al., 2019), a Transformer-based detector. On the 416

event-level detection task, since there are no exist- 417

ing methods, we compare our method against two 418

heuristic baselines: random guessing and logistic 419

regression. For logistic regression, we use hand- 420

crafted features to represent the event including 421

the event type, the number of arguments, and the 422

size of the event cluster. The detailed settings are 423

presented in Appendix B. 424

For evaluation, we use F1 to evaluate document- 425

level detection. Considering the label imbalance 426

of event-level detection, we use F1 and AUC to 427

evaluate event-level detection. For F1 metric, we 428

2For IED, we randomly split the clusters due to the lack of
publication dates.
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IED TL17 Crisis
HDSF 78.42 80.62 82.14
GROVER-medium 79.06 79.40 86.84
GROVER-mega 82.90 90.00 87.13
Ours 86.76 90.21 93.89

Table 3: F1 results (in %) of document-level detection.
We report the F1 scores of HDSF (Karimi and Tang,
2019), GROVER of two settings (Zellers et al., 2019),
and our proposed method.

Cross-document
event coreference

Event-level
detection results IED TL17 Crisis

7 7 80.59 86.55 93.64
3 7 84.57 88.99 93.67
3 Random 83.63 84.86 92.18
3 3 86.76 90.21 93.89

Table 4: F1 results (in %) of ablation study over
document-level detection. We analyze the use of cross-
document event coreference resolution and event-level
detection results. We further experiment with random
features for event-level detection results. Results of our
full method are presented in the last row.

select the optimal threshold on the validation set.429

6.3 Document-level Detection Results430

Table 3 shows the results of document-level detec-431

tion. Our method yields consistent improvements432

on all 3 datasets, and significantly outperforms the433

baselines that judge the authenticity for each docu-434

ment in isolation. To understand the effectiveness435

of each component, we conduct an ablation study436

and show the results in Table 4. We have the fol-437

lowing findings:438

(1) We remove the edges between event nodes439

and event center nodes to analyze the impact of440

cross-document event coreference resolution, and441

find that such information significantly improves442

the performance on IED and TL17. We also train443

our detector with smaller clusters on TL17 and get444

worse performance (84.53% and 87.37% on clus-445

ters with size 1 and 2 respectively), which verifies446

that our model benefits from more cross-document447

information. The benefit of cross-document event448

coreference resolution is less significant on the449

large-scale Crisis dataset containing 1.7k docu-450

ments. This may imply that cross-document mis-451

information detection is more useful for emerging452

new events where large-scale training data is not453

available.454

(2) Using the event-level detection results con-455

sistently improves the performance by 1-3 points456

IED TL17 Crisis
F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC

Random 16.31 50.44 19.44 49.65 21.70 50.41
LR 31.26 77.87 29.14 68.19 31.67 68.17
Ours 44.86 88.46 41.56 82.59 48.48 85.60
Ours(ABLATION) 45.00 88.54 41.66 82.28 47.78 85.17

Table 5: Results (in %) of event-level detection. We re-
port the F1 and AUC scores of random guessing (Ran-
dom), logistic regression (LR) and our method. We fur-
ther conduct an ablation study and report the results of
our method without cross-document event coreference
information, denoted as Ours(ABLATION).

on all datasets. Since the projection modules in- 457

troduce additional parameters, we further train a 458

detector utilizing random features and find that us- 459

ing random features reduces the performance. This 460

verifies that the improvement is brought by utiliz- 461

ing the knowledge learnt by the event-level detector 462

rather than additional parameters. 463

6.4 Event-level Detection Results 464

We track the manipulation operations during the 465

dataset construction process, which allows us to 466

obtain supervision for event-level detection. The 467

results are shown in Table 5. Since there are no 468

existing methods for this new task, we compare our 469

method with two heuristic baselines, random guess- 470

ing and logistic regression with hand-crafted event 471

features. We find that random guessing performs 472

the worst, logistic regression achieves satisfactory 473

performance, and our method significantly outper- 474

forms these two baselines by a large margin. As in 475

document-level detection, we conduct an ablation 476

study on the use of cross-document event corefer- 477

ence resolution by removing edges between event 478

nodes and event cluster nodes, and find that such 479

information brings slight improvements over AUC 480

metric. 481

6.5 Analysis and Discussion 482

To demonstrate the benefits of using cross- 483

document event coreference resolution, we show 484

an example in Figure 4, with 4 documents from 485

the same cluster. As shown in Figure 4, by per- 486

forming cross-document reasoning on events in 487

the same event cluster, our model achieves bet- 488

ter performance compared to Ours(ABLATION), i.e., 489

our model without edges between event nodes and 490

event cluster nodes. 491

We further analyze the remaining errors from our 492

model. Figure 5 shows two representative cases 493
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Figure 4: An example of four documents from the same
cluster in the IED dataset. Event triggers are bolded
and marked in gold, and fake information is marked in
red. The tables report the detection results of our model
with and without cross-document event coreference res-
olution, denoted by “Ours” and “Ours(ABLATION)” re-
spectively, and better results are bolded. The use
of cross-document event coreference resoltuion signifi-
cantly enhances both levels of detection, especially for
detecting fake news 1.

where both document-level and event-level detec-494

tors fail to detect misinformation. In the first exam-495

ple, the manipulated entity is not captured by the496

IE system, and the error of IE system is propagated497

into the detector. A potential solution is to use an498

OpenIE system (Stanovsky et al., 2018) that is able499

to cover more event and entity types. The second500

example is a more challenging case where the event501

containing fake information is not mentioned by502

any other documents. This makes it difficult to503

either verify or disprove via cross-document rea-504

soning, and may require the detector to actively505

search for external information related to the event.506

There are some remaining challenges and limi-507

tations in our proposed methodology. First, some508

cross-document contradictions are difficult to cap-509

ture by coreference resolution only. In the example510

in Figure 1, knowing that the police is unlikely511

to help and attack Boyland at the same time re-512

quires commonsense knowledge reasoning, which513

we leave as our future work. Second, an underlying514

assumption of our framework is that real news arti-515

cles are consistent and complementary with each516

other, while fake news often contradicts each other.517

This assumption is true for our constructed datasets518

because we manipulate the KGs via random en-519

tity swapping. However, certain types of human-520

Figure 5: Two examples where our detector fails to de-
tect the fake information. Event triggers are bolded
and marked in gold, and fake information is marked
in red. In the first example, the fake event argument
Abqaiq City is not captured by the IE system and thus
cannot be detected. In the second example, the visit of
Vajpayee to Mumbai is fake information but not men-
tioned by any other documents, and no coreference is
detected for the Transportation event. Therefore, our
detector does not have enough information to detect the
fake information.

written fake news documents, such as conspiracy 521

theories, tend to be closely related to each other 522

and convey highly similar information because they 523

share the same biases or aim to manipulate readers 524

in the same way. This may limit the performance 525

of our proposed system in real-world scenarios. 526

7 Conclusions and Future Work 527

We are the first to study the new task of cross- 528

document misinformation detection. We conduct 529

the task at two levels, document-level and the 530

more fine-grained event-level, and construct 3 new 531

datasets to handle the lack of training data. We fur- 532

ther propose a graph-based cross-document detec- 533

tor that conducts reasoning over a cross-document 534

knowledge graph and feed the event-level detection 535

results into document-level detector. Experimental 536

results show that our proposed method significantly 537

outperforms existing methods. 538

For future work, we intend to extend our method 539

to conduct cross-document reasoning over more 540

types of information (e.g., entities and relations) 541

in addition to events. We also plan to extend our 542

method to multi-media news including texts, im- 543

ages, audios and videos, which requires the con- 544

struction of cross-document multi-modal knowl- 545

edge graphs. Finally, a challenging but important 546

task is to construct a large-scale fake news detec- 547

tion corpus with human-written fake news contain- 548

ing document clusters and study our method in this 549

scenario. 550
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8 Ethical Considerations551

The goal of this work is to advance state-of-the-552

art research in the field of misinformation detec-553

tion, by analyzing multiple documents on the same554

topic. We build new benchmark datasets using a555

fake news generator, and propose a detector that556

achieves high performance in such scenarios. We557

have released the constructed datasets and detector558

codes in this submission as a useful reference for559

future research. We hope our work will encour-560

age more efforts in this direction and benefit the561

community.562

However, as with any work that utilizes text gen-563

eration, our work involves the risk of being applied564

to produce false information to mislead or manip-565

ulate readers. Therefore, we promise not to share566

codes or checkpoints of our generator to avoid po-567

tential negative consequences. To improve repro-568

ducibility, we describe the general idea and a few569

crucial details of the fake news generator.570
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A Statistics of Original Datasets 878

Statistics of the original IED, TL17 and Crisis 879

dataset are presented in Table 6. 880

B Experiment Details 881

Detailed settings of our method: For our pro- 882

posed method, we use a 4-layer heterogeneous 883

GNN, where each GAT layer contains 8 heads. To 884

initialize the node and edge embeddings, we use 885

bert-base-uncased model with the feature 886
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# Cluster # Doc # Doc per
cluster

IED 433 7403 17
TL17 17 4650 273
Crisis 4 20463 5116

Table 6: Statistics of the original datasets.

dimension of 768. Our model contains 233M pa-887

rameters.888

For hyperparameters, we use a batch size889

of 16, and search the learning rate from890

{10−3, 10−4, 10−5} and the number of layers891

within {2, 4, 8}. Our best-found hyperparameters892

are a learning rate of 10−5 and a number of layer893

of 4. We train our model with Adam optimizer894

until convergence. To reduce computation cost, we895

freeze BERT’s parameters. The training process896

takes approximately 6 hours on a Tesla P100 GPU.897

Document-level baselines: For document-level898

detection, we compare our method against two899

baselines: HDSF that models inter-sentence depen-900

dency tree (Karimi and Tang, 2019), and GROVER901

(Zellers et al., 2019), a Transformer-based detector.902

For HDSF, we use the implementation at https:903

//github.com/hamidkarimi/HDSF/. For904

GROVER, we use the implementation at https:905

//github.com/rowanz/grover and exper-906

iment with two settings, medium setting and mega907

setting. Since fine-tuning the GROVER model is908

computationally expensive, we use GROVER in909

the zero-shot setting.910

Event-level baselines: For event-level detection,911

since there are no existing methods, we use two912

heuristic baselines, random guessing and logistic913

regression. In random guessing, for each event,914

we randomly draws a value from a uniform dis-915

tribution between [0, 1] as the probability that the916

event is false. In logistic regression, we use the917

following features: event type (represented by one-918

hot feature), number of arguments, and number of919

coreferential events. The features are normalized920

on the training set. We use the implementation of921

logistic regression and default parameters provided922

by sklearn.923

C Examples of Fake News Generation924

We present two examples of generated fake news925

in Figure 6 and 7, including the original real news,926

manipulated KG, and generated fake news. The927

generated fake news conveys the manipulated mis- 928

information and meanwhile is stylistically similar 929

to real news. 930

D Scientific Artifacts 931

In this work, we use three datasets including IED 932

(Li et al., 2021), TL17 (Tran et al., 2013) and Crisis 933

(Tran et al., 2015). There are no licenses or terms 934

of use associated with all three datasets. 935

We use five software. Among them, HDSF 936

(Karimi and Tang, 2019), OneIE (Lin et al., 2020) 937

and RESIN (Wen et al., 2021) have no license or 938

terms of use. GROVER (Zellers et al., 2019) and 939

huggingface are licensed under the Apache License 940

2.0. Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) is licenced under the 941

MIT License. 942

We use two models, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 943

and BART (Lewis et al., 2020), licenced under the 944

Apache License 2.0 and the MIT License respec- 945

tively. 946

In summary, all artifacts involved either have no 947

associated licenses or terms of use, or are licensed 948

under the Apache License 2.0 or the MIT License. 949

Both the Apache License 2.0 or the MIT License 950

permit commercial and private use. Therefore, our 951

use is consistent with their intended use. We will 952

release the dataset and software with licenses com- 953

patible with the original access conditions. 954
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Figure 6: An example of generated fake news, including the original real news, manipulated KG, and generated
fake news. Real and fake information are marked in blue and red respectively. To save space, we only show some
parts of the KG that are manipulated.
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Figure 7: An example of generated fake news, including the original real news, manipulated KG, and generated
fake news. Real and fake information are marked in blue and red respectively. To save space, we only show some
parts of the KG that are manipulated.
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